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Youth's Strategic Places, The Worship of Luck, 

A Devil’s Trinity, Does God Have Fair Play ?,— 
these are some of the striking chapter headings in 
Dr. Ambrose Shepherd's, Man in the Making, 
(Hodder & Stoughton, London, U. C. Tract Society, 
Toronto, 278 pages, $1.00). The author tells us 
that he has aimed at making this collection of ad
dresses readable to young men. It is sufficient praise 
to say that he has hit the mark.

The Gospel of St. Mark, by Rev. Professor 
W. S. Green, in The Westminster New Testament 
(Fleming H. Revell Company, New York and Tor
onto, 245 pages, 75c.), has just been issued. It 
maintains the series at the high level already reached. 
Professor Green understands condensation without 
dessication, and therefore has managed to compress 
much information and many suggestive points into 
very brief compass. The point of view is that of mod
ern critical scholarship in its generally accepted results.

Strangers Within Our Gates is the taking title 
of the most recent text-book of the Young People’s 
Forward Movement in the Methodist Church in 
Canada (F. C. Stephenson, Methodist Mission Rooms, 
Toronto, 331 pages, cloth 50c., paper 35c.). Its 
object is “ to introduce the motley crowd of immi
grants to our Canadian people, and to bring before 
our young people some of the problems that we must 
deal with in the very near future.” Whilst making 
no literary pretensions, the volume is cram full of 
information, and those who have not been giving 
attention to the flow of immigration will be amazed 
to discover the bulk of it, and the various elements
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of which it is made up. With these, the author, 
Rev. J. S. Woodsworth, Superintendent of All 
People’s Mission, Winnipeg, has h. I exceptional 
opportunities of becoming acquainted, and his in
structive chapters and schedules are illuminated by 
an exceptionally interesting series of photographs 
from the life.

In his two volumes on Btinyan Characters in The 
Pilgrim’s Progress, Dr. Alexander Whyte gave to 
the world what a competent reviewer declared to be 
“ the most lieautiful and suggestive commentary zn 
The Pilgrim’s Progress ever written”. These volu> nes 
were followed by, Bunyan Characters in the Uoly 
War. Bunyan Characters : Fourth Series, Bun
yan Himself (Oliphant, Anderson and Ferrier, Edin
burgh, 300 pages, 90c.), tells the story of the inner life 
of the great dreamer as revealed in his Grace Abound
ing. The four volumes make a great Bunyan Library .

From Oliphant, Anderson and Ferrier, Edinburgh, 
we have received some fresh booklets of the Living 
Thoughts ►«ries : The Glory that Conceals, by J. 
Stuart Holuen (46 pages), The Great Career by J. 
Ernest Rattenbury (47 pages), and. When Jesus 
Came, by Rev. Harrington C. Lees, M.A. (46 pages), 
each 20c. Also, Our Church and Social Questions, 
by William Muir, B.D., B.L. (24 pages, paper, 2c.).

In view of the visit to Toronto this month of 
* * Gipsy ” Smith, the autobiography of this famous 
evangelist will be of interest to many of our readers 
The book, now in its fifty-fifth thousand,—a suffi
cient testimony to its merit—may be had of the U. C. 
Tract Society, Toronto, for 90c.


